Resumé of Jan Wisse
Personal Information
Born
September 4, 1954
Education
HBS
HBS-B
University Chemistry
Full teaching qualification
Languages
Dutch (native)
English (excellent)
German (fair)
Address
Staringstraat 3d
1054 VM Amsterdam
Phone
020 4123490 / 06 4768 5497
e-mail
jan.wisse@syros.nl
ICT, Employers/Clients
2011 - june2013
Grafische Bedrijfsfondsen/Timeos
This pension fund first made the decision to move to a DotNet based system, to be
developed internally, and later to a third party system. All their own developers
were commissioned to this. In the meantime the legacy Adabas/Natural system
had to keep running and comply with all new legal demands, and sometimes exte
external demands (think SEPA);
october

2006 - 2010

ASR Nederland ((heretofore Fortis Nederland/Amersfoortse VerzeVerz
keringen)
The pension fund of ASR Verzekeringen hired me as a Natural developer. I mostly
worked on realization and Technical Design of new and existing systems, maint
maintenance and advising a group of programmers in Adabas/Natural and JCL. Almost
from the start I was recognized as Natural guru and include
included in a new workgroup
advising on better use of Natural. Since 2009 I was also appointed JCL coordinator
checking the use of standards within the used JCL.

2007 - 2015

Jan Wisse Automatisering BV
To my surprise, all of a sudden I was working as an independent contractor. For
(social) security reasons I founded this company within the framework of ZZP
Vooruit, which I, due to the lack of clients, was forced to liquidate as from December 1, 2015.

2005 -

october

2006

Grafische Bedrijfsfondsen
This pension fund contracted me as a Natural developer to assist in a major ove
overhaul of their legacy system.

2003 - 2004

Interteam Resource Management
Through this consultancy agency I was hired out for a total of 5 months to SoftSof
ware AG to teach courses and to extend a Java/Tamino/XML project at ANWB
which started before the ending of my contract as employee of Software AG.

1988 - 2003

Software AG Nederland BV
Through this software vendor I performed many consultancy assignments with
most of the clients, ranging from teaching co
courses
urses and giving presentations for
f an
international audience to shorter or longer periods of application development and
consultancy. The contract ended because of int
international
ernational reorganizations.

1985 - 1988

Chase Manhattan ((heretofore Nederlandse Credietbank
redietbank
In a relatively short time I was promoted from junior programmer to senior/ mai
maintenance programmer in Cobol, and had my first experience with the products of
Software AG. Because of various take
take-overs
overs and the resulting reorganizations I
changed to Software AG.
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ICT, Skills
Training

Active knowledge

Development environments

Various, among them analysis, design, COBOL, UML, OO, Java, all
at various institutions. Many Software AG product trainings in the
Netherlands, Germany, UK or Belgium. Self study in XML, XSL,
HTML, CSS, Javascript, VB and C#.
Natural and its sub
sub-products
products on Open Systems, Adabas on Open
Systems, Tamino XML server, XML, XSL, Java, Javascript, PHP,
HTML
HTML5, CSS3, C#.
Adabas and Natural on Mainframe systems, Z/OS JCL, BS2000 JCL
Natural (expert), HTML (experienced
(experienced),
), XSL (experienced), XML
(experienced), Javascript (experienced), Cobol, Java**, Visual Basic and C#***, Unix*, Mainframe BS2000 (experienced), Mainframe
IBM OS390 (experienced), Windows (experienced).
*
**

***

Out of date: short refreshment course or guidance required
In 2003/2004 extended through the Java Academy of TWICE with the goal of SUN certicert
fication
Self-study

ICT, Experience (highlights)
1988 - 2003

Many shorter (ranging from half a day to half a year) assignments at most of the
Software AG clients, from consultancy to programming and design.

2004

At Volker Wessel Netwerk Bouw the layout of the web front
front-end of an internal application was modified
modified,, using HTML, CSS and XSL. Also a menu page was built (HTML,
CSS) to launch several applications.
Team member and deputy project leader in a XML/Java web project (DIVA) for a
tourism organization (ANWB) in the Netherlands. Main responsibility was the
Tamino XML server and the layout of the browser interface (HTML/Javascript via
XSLT). In later stages a
also
lso extending and adapting the (XML and Java) server funcfun
tionality.
The development environment was Windows 2000, using the tools of Tamino and
Websphere. The development was aimed at Linux running Weblogic.
Team member and database administrator in a XML/Bolero/Java project for the
administration of dangerous chemicals at Philips. This project (Fasim) was built at
and in cooperation with Origin in Eindhoven.
The development environment was Windows NT, using the tools Tamino and Boler
Bolero,
although for one
one-time
time jobs also VB was used. At a later stage I converted all the
Bolero source code to pure Java.
On-the
the-job
job training of three Natural programmers in a project for a large chemical
plant (DSM) in the Netherlands, fol
followed
lowed by working as team leader (over the same
three people) in a three year project using Adabas/Natural on Open Systems. This
project (KWIS Transport) was built at and in cooperation with Origin in Eindhoven.
The development environment was Natural Lightstorm on Windows NT in a C/S rer
lation with Adabas/Natural on UNIX where we used Predict and Construct.
Building of a data
data-warehouse
warehouse base at a large distributor of car parts (Nissan
Europe).
One of the sales departments was waiting too long for the activation of a mainframe
system, and needed the stored information at short notice. In a very short period of
time a system was build to load the mainframe information in an Adabas/D on Unix
databa
database,
se, so the department could use query and statistical tools on this informainform
tion. The system was amended in several following years because of imperfections
in the mainframe system.
At Kas Bank
ank the complete IT department needed education in Predict.
Pre
For this I developed a tailor
tailor-made
made course and presented this over the space of sevse
eral weeks to all the employees of the department.

2002,2003,2004

2000, 2001

1996, 1997, 1998

1996

1995

1991 - 1995

Several years (on and off) with a supplier of elevators in the Netherlands (OTIS).
With this supplier the Software AG environment on Wang/VS had to be created, and
several existing systems had to be converted. One of these was a large IBM/MVS
application where I had to guide a team of American application programmers. This
system was in a following year ported by me to HP/Unix. Also I build several
smaller applications.
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1993

On-the
the-job
job training of a Natural programmer with Grafische Bedrijfsfondsen.
Using on a small project a starting Natural programmer was trained to a higher
level of knowledge and experience, during a pilot project.

1992

Creating of the Adabas/Natural environment for a sales registration system at Ne
Neddata in Rotterdam, training the DBA and the production operators, and converting
the German bred system from Siemens/BS2000 to IBM
IBM/MVS.
/MVS.

1991

Team member (Natural specialist) in a benchmark with the Kredietbank in Brussels
(Belgium). During one month (with days up to 16 hours) an international team of
Software AG product specialists built an application simulating ATM transactions. At
the same time IBM built a similar application using their products.
Teaching of various product courses (Natural, Adabas, Predict, Tamino), mostly in
inhouse but also at the client's site.
Usually existing materials could be used, but sometimes the development of co
completely new courses was required.
Presenting several speeches (in English) and workshops during international user
conferences in the Netherlands and Luxembourg.

1988 - 2003

2002, 2003

addendum C#
The last few years I concentrated on .Net/C# development, mostly using forms. I
managed to obtain material used in courses, a version of VS2005 Enterprise (la
(later VS2008 and VS2015) and started building. The O’Reilly books also proved to
be useful.
After the mandatory address book I started rebuilding a system I started in
Adabas/Na
Adabas/Natural
tural (first on IBM/OS2, slowly, version after version growing and
mo
moving
ing to the Windows platforms) to register my music collection. It grew to be
a system I use to register and play my music and rip and tag, comprised of several subsystems, communicating through MSMSQ and using several freely available libraries and home
home-grown
grown controls. The data is stored on an Tamino XML
server running in a Virtual Box; the music itself partly on an MySQL database and
partly on the file
file-system. By linking another library the data also can be read not
from the Tamino server but from an MySQL database. The databases can all be
on different platforms.
Even though the internet with sites like Dis
Discogs
ogs provide more information, my
system is mostly as an environment to try and test,
st, while what I build has at
least some use.
I also built a PHP based web access for the same data, and built and maintain a
few publicly accessible websites
websites. Example, see https://www.vve
www.vve-vincentius.nl

status: November 2018.
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